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@Richard_Autism

I have seen the PDA Society's guide on how to assess for
PDA. Yet to fully read it. Will read & reflect upon on it &
make comments tomorrow. 

Initial points. Omits developmental traits. 
Claims PDA is an ASD, needs stronger rationale than
provided to justify that.

Mentions CG128 NICE guidelines, but seems to ignores how PDA can be described as

ODD. Will check if it advises a dx threshold similar to ODD, if not one can likely

predict my response. Likewise, if views PDA having deficits & not taking a

transactional approach.

Considering PDA's clinical need is severely contested & what PDA is likewise

substantially contested, claiming it is an ASD is a rather bold move. 

At least it gives me names for researching potential COIs on PDA, as people have

confirmed document represents their views on PDA.

"These practitioners did not contribute to the guidance but endorse the document as

reflecting their current understanding and practice (in alphabetical order, details in

Appendix 3):" 

Those are not even the authors of the document.

There also seems to be a distinct lack of divergent views on this document, from the

likes of @milton_damian, @Allison66746425, Jonathan Green etc.
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Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @AutisticDoctor and @milton_damian

Membership to the commission was apparently a closed 
process via invitation & it was not open to a fair 
application & recruitment process. There are loads of 
alarms over this. There are also many parallels with how 
"PDA Profile of ASD" is being pushed.
9:22 AM · Jan 31, 2022

14 Reply Copy link

Explore what's happening on Twitter

Well on the plus side, I think this document will provide more evidence (if any were

needed), there is an agenda to make PDA part of the autism spectrum...

0:00
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Might be worth grabbing the popcorn, for when I do an in depth review of the guide.

0:00

I think this report will substantiates many of concerns I have expressing about the

charity & key "PDA Profile of ASD" proponents.

"guidance" not report. 

First point, there are clearly multiple problematic aspects about this report. I do not

think it is up to same standards as @NICEComms, which takes a more rigorous

approach conflicts of interest & disclosure.

"goal...is to aid identification and assessment of the ‘constellation of traits’ commonly

known as a PDA (Pathological Demand Avoidance) profile; to distinguish PDA from

other presentations of marked demand avoidance; and to signpost appropriate

support and guidance..." p1.

Interesting terminology in use of "constellation of traits", instead of "Profile". 

Commonly known by whom? 

What is exactly commonly viewed as PDA?

These are bold claims, considering PDA is highly controversial & problematic aspects

of PDA's evidence base.

"to distinguish PDA from other presentations of marked demand avoidance;" 

What do they mean by this? 

Not everyone recognises the proposed differences some of the authors claim. 

PDA literature treats all versions of PDA as the same, see Kildahl et al (2021).

PDA being a "culture-bound concept" is not a good thing, so it should not be

commonly known. The fact that it being a commonly known is being used in this

supports my views certain parties are trying to control how PDA evolves.

https://twitter.com/NICEComms


Which I discuss the issues with PDA being a "bubble" & how it is being used to

become commonly known here. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/355427579_Demand-

Avoidance_Phenomena_Pathological_Extreme_Demand_Avoidance_As_a_biopow

er_identity

*used this way* 

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

PDA being a "culture-bound concept" is not a good thing, 
so it should not be commonly known. The fact that it 
being a commonly known is being used in this supports 
my views certain parties are trying to control how PDA 
evolves.
7:58 AM · Feb 1, 2022
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Read 1 reply

The charity is well aware of PDA's contested nature etc, because I made it clear to

them in my complaints & supporting evidence.

The charity has stated to me multiple times it is aware of my concers. So the charity

has chosen to disregard impartial views & of @NICEComms @BPSOfficial, which

treated divergent views equally & Kildahl et al (2021) etc to produce this "guidance".

What I guess is more damning is the persons who put their names to this document &

said they support it. It is basically saying they know what PDA looks like & everyone

else is mistaken on the topic. Which is something ABA practitioners do to dismiss

autistic concerns of ABA!
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This is actually serious, considering the typical poor quality of autism, research &

practice, which often go hand-in-hand.

Screenshot form Woods 2019, p36. Where I reference other's stating, researchers

should not predispose research towards a particular outlook & are required to be

open minded. Pretty hard to that if you contributed to a document which views PDA

as a form of autism!
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"The contributors acknowledge the paucity of clinically-based research on demand

avoidance and PDA, and call for further research to inform both theory and clinical

practice." PDA Society 2022 p1.

The authors of "Profound Autism" have also called for more research into that.

Screenshot showing document was produced by the charity & its contributors were

selected due to their experience working with PDA (whose definition of PDA?),

invited due to publishing on PDA/ had long standing professional contact with the

charity. How independent is the charity?

Are these long term relationships disclosed as conflicts of interest? No. 

Likewise, who work with in private practice disclosed as conflicts of interest

disclosed? No.

Yet, if one looks at the contributors descriptions, most of them seem to work, or have

some affiliation to private practice, so it is reasonable to view they are likely to gain

from contributing to this "guidance".

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKf0fFHXsAUY_nr.png


If not most, than many of its contributors seem to be involved with private practice. 

Screenshot from page 27 of three of its contributors involved with private practice.

"The contributors to this guide all have professional interests in neurodevelopmental

assessments. Appendix 3 provides details." PDA Society p2. 

Which is not the same as a formal conflict of interest disclose statement, which one

would expect.

Even if one accepts that as a conflict of interest disclosure, then it raises more

questions. Particularly, why one clinician would declare a COI here for a private clinic

here, but not in their PDA research?!?!?

"This guidance, therefore, is based on the contributors’ considerable clinical

experience and expertise and represents their consensus view of current practice and

understanding." PDA Society 2022 p3.

This is important, as stated previously what PDA is hotly debated within academic

literature, & it is highly controversial. So one would need to exclude divergent

opinions to produce "consensus" for this "guidance".

The conflict of interest disclosure matters, as by the regulator & professional bodies

will likely expect authros to disclose any COIs, for example the @The_HCPC would

expect disclosure of conflicts of interests.

From my understanding @NICEComms would authors to at least disclose their COIs.

Nice seems to be very thorough in the topic of COIs & types of COIs. 

https://www.nice.org.uk/Media/Default/About/Who-we-are/Policies-and-

procedures/declaration-of-interests-policy.pdf

"Equally contributors have noted that, with increased awareness, there has been

some over-identification by other practitioners." PDA Society 2022 p1. 

Literally implying saying others views on PDA are mistaken... A rather bold statement

there!
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Lets be clear this about. Does the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the

Child, or the Equality Act definition of disability care about the authors views on what

PDA is? Probably not, No!

"‘substantial’ is more than minor or trivial, eg it takes much longer than it usually

would to complete a daily task like getting dressed 

‘long-term’ means 12 months or more, eg a breathing condition that develops as a

result of a lung infection"

Link to source of the above quote. 

Definition of disability under the Equality Act 2010
You’re disabled under the Equality Act 2010 if you have a physical or mental
impairment that has a 'substantial' and 'long-term' negative effect on your ability to
do daily activities

https://www.gov.uk/definition-of-disability-under-equality-act-2010

What is the literal threshold for when demand-avoidance is pathologised at? Well it is

actually quite low.

This "guidance" literally calls for treating some persons diagnosed with PDA

differently to others based on the opinions of some persons. Discriminating much?

Can all persons diagnosed with PDA be treated under a single continuum/ spectrum

diagnosis? Well yes, CG128 states PDA can be described by ODD. ODD has different

specifier levels...

https://www.gov.uk/definition-of-disability-under-equality-act-2010
https://www.gov.uk/definition-of-disability-under-equality-act-2010
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Screenshot of CG NICE guidance stating PDA can be described as Oppositional

Defiant Disorder, see bottom right corner of image.

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

"Specify current severity: 
Mild: Symptoms are confined to only one setting (e.g., at 
home, at school, at work, with peers). 
Moderate: Some symptoms are present in at least two 
settings. 
Severe: Son\e symptoms are present in three or more 
settings." APA 2013 pp.462-463.
11:45 PM · Jan 30, 2022

1 Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

"Both can be problematic, therefore it is also hoped that this guidance will lead to

some harmonisation of practice." PDA Society 2022 p1 

So literally this guidance is there to tell you to ignore ALL other perspectives over

what PDA is!

This is despite all the divergent opinion in the literature over what PDA is. All the

legal & ethical reasons for taking an inclusive approach to PDA & equally respecting

divergent opinion, like independent reputable parties have done. That PDA is a

highly controversial topic.
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All the reasons in autism & broader mental Disorder literature against taking a

narrow approach to PDA. That those espousing these views are as biased as anyone

else is on the topic of PDA.

Despite the reasons for removing autism subtypes from DSM-5 still being valid.
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Despite that autism history tells us PDA can change diagnostic grouping & it can be

become substantially broader in nature.

Despite all the issues present in autism studies, such as general poor quality practice,

research & ethics.

We have a "guidance" 

Produced by a closed invitation. 

Espousing a narrow view on PDA. 

Disregarding other's perspectives on PDA. 

Calling for more research to support their views of PDA. 

Calling for others to diagnose their PDA 

Stating all the persons who support this "guidance".

Can anyone else see the problems here? 

What I can say, if I ever needed a rationale for this systematic review.  

https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=278548 

These guidelines seems to have just provided it.

I am still pretty much on page 1. How well is the rest of the document going to fair?
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Sorry I am trying to be consistent in my use of "guidance" to describe this document. 

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

Can anyone else see the problems here? 

What I can say, if I ever needed a rationale for this 
systematic review.  
crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/displ… 

These guidelines seems to have just provided it.
9:15 AM · Feb 1, 2022
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"Lastly, the contributors recognise that the language used in this document is

necessarily medical in style, as it is written for practitioners, and therefore not always

as reflective of neurodiversity as they may like." PDA Society 2022 p1.

I have some sympathy for this, but at the same time it is possible to neutralise the

language of PDA & not intrinsically use pathologising/ medical model based language

to describe PDA. I know, I am one the ones doing so.

It is possible to describe PDA via a transactional stress account. So one does not need

to view PDA as having deficits. PDA conveniently meets the DSM-5 definition for

Disorder.

"Use of the term ‘pathological’, in relation to marked demand avoidance, is not

without controversy. Indeed Professor Newson herself later expressed regret over her

use of the term." PDA Society 2022 p1. 

At least they admit these 2 points.
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Screenshot of paragraph discussing terminology on page 1. Some interesting things in

there.

"Some clinicians prefer to use the term ‘pervasive’ or ‘extreme’ as an alternative, or

simply refer to a ‘demand avoidant profile’. All these are valid diagnostic

formulations" PDA Society 2022 p1.

"Literally telling you what terms they are valid for PDA, note which ones are not

provided, which include. 

Rational Demand Avoidance 

Demand Avoidance Phenomena etc. 

Which is odd as these terms are recognised by reputable independent parts in a

systematic review.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgITvtWUAM6VQ7.png


Screenshot where Kildahl et al (2021, p2) discuss different names for PDA.

I get the impression this "guidance" can be viewed as being highly partisan.

"In reality, the terminology used is less important than the understanding it provides,

and so it is important to use whatever is acceptable." PDA Society 2022 p1 

Considering PDA can be modelled & described at lower diagnosis thresholds, why are

they taking a narrow view to PDA?

I discuss different PDA diagnosis thresholds here: 

PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT THR…
PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT
THRESHOLDS. NOTES ON WRITING THIS BLOG POST. This blog post has
been written over a course of the last few of months. It particular in the last s…

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevala…

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgJbIgWQAAtuvd.png
https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevalance-at-different-thresholds/
https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevalance-at-different-thresholds/


Screenshot of page 2 with the acknowledgements.

" small number of individuals whose presentation includes unusual and/or

perplexing behaviours around marked demand avoidance (i.e. demand avoidance

which has a significant impact on an individual’s everyday life and wellbeing)." PDA

Society 2022 p3.

A lot to unpack here.  

Claim of "small number", again supports view of narrow definition to PDA. 

Even demand avoidance which only presents in a single functioning will have

significant impact on individual's everyday life & wellbeing.

If a CYP is expressing demand-avoidance loads with family members that impact

their well-being, family dynamics, opportunities to develop new skills/ contribute to

"delays". Which likely impact CYP future.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgKQyLWYAAPfdl.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgLfE2XMAk77O4.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgLhreXIAMqZDS.png


Likewise if a CYP is school refusing over an extended period of time.  

Worth restating this image as threshold when demand-avoidance literally becomes

"pathological" is low.

"Understanding the aetiology of these behaviours, and where they may or may not

‘fit’ in relation to ‘umbrella conditions’ including ASD, means that intervention and

support can be personalised, thus improving outcomes." PDA Society 2022 p3.

In order to correctly work out aetiology, one would need a suitable axiology first.

Literature notes many reasons why it is problematic viewing PDA as a "Profile of

ASD".

Even then, a true personalised approach does require aetiology to be considered. If

views them as being human, gets to know them & uses good practice like Low Arousal

Approach could be sufficient.

I generally support the use of a personalised approach to persons, which can already

be done under the DSM-5 & NICE guidance, without PDA.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgL1SDWQAQTUFP.png


Some aspects of describing PDA history are accurate. Others not so much.

Newson had her own diagnostic grouping which she created before, developing PDA's

behaviour profile. This diagnostic grouping was used between 1986 - 1996.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgNYNaXsAYy1uv.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgOEgEXsAIXHud.jpg


Newson then converted this diagnostic grouping into her version of Pervasive

Developmental Disorders in 1999 & 2003, after she collected most of PDA cases

(from 1975 - 2000).

Newsons version of Pervasive Developmental Disorders & PDD-NOS do not conform

with accepted understandings, they are broader than DSM-4 & include non-autistic

persons via PDA & Specific Language Impairments, later has NO RRBIs...

I discuss this topic in great detail here: 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/GSIdMzDMC-w

I am unsure they are accurately reflecting Newson's views. She was clear over a 20

year period PDA was not part of the autism spectrum. She basically went out of her

way to ensure it could not be viewed as an ASD.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKgOll3XwAIUP_M.jpg
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She did things like removing cases who showed autism features from her PDA

dataset. Never based PDA on triad of impairment, despite knowing about it since

early 1980s. Never based PDA social deficits due to ToM. Saying PDA needs to be

substantially different to autism etc.

"Drawing on her extensive experience and detailed research, Newson identified a

group of children who fitted some, but not all, of the criteria for ‘classic’ autism." PDA

Society 2022 p3. 

This seems to be more claims by others, than representing Newson's actual views.

"Clearly, “hanging together as an entity” is not enough if that entity is not

significantly different from both autism and Asperger’s syndrome, either separately

or apart" Newson et al 2003 p599.

"PDA is a pervasive developmental disorder but not an autistic spectrum disorder: to

describe it as such would be like describing every person in a family by the name of

one of its members." Newson et al 2003 supplementary notes p1

Bear in mind some of the authors of the document worked with Newson, so are

presumably aware of such comments by Newson, like Keith Howie & Phil Christie.

I will stop here, there are things which should be stated about their PDA being an

ASD section. To remind me later. 

Breadth of spectrum. 

Newson's knowledge. 

Non-autistic persons in research samples. 

KCL research. 

Problems viewing PDA as an ASD. 

Problems measuring PDA as an ASD.

I get the impression, I need to publish my complaint into the charity discussing these

issues. It is seems to be well aware of what it is doing by producing this "guidance".



Image below is a diagram to summarise the "guidance", not meant to be used

literally. I have some concerns about it. Clearly shows PDA should only be diagnosed

in autistic persons.

Also suggests PDA strategies should only be used with those identified with narrow

PDA dx. That I find highly concerning as most persons have a "need for control" &/

or benefit being put in charge.

Giving control to others is central to how Low Arousal Approach is practiced

@studioIII @Andylowarousal @gdmorewood etc. Implies other good practice

approaches similar to PDA should only be confined those with this narrow PDA dx.

Checking the references, besides referencing Flackhill et al (2017) & Green et al

(2018) very little critical scholarship is referenced.

*Does not need to necessarily consider aetiology to provide a personalised approach.* 

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism
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There are other times where I have missed out "not" when typing, when I should have

included it. I have missed it on this read through of the thread.

Back to critiquing PDA as a "Profile of ASD" section. 

Image is from Frith 1991 p149. It shows that Newson was aware of the Triad of

Impairment & used it to diagnose about 80 autistic adults with "able" autism, which

is an Asperger's equivalent in 1982.

This matters as while the prevalence rates for autism has increased, from my

understanding since the DSM-5, this mainly due to diagnosing autism in under

represented demographics.

Actual broadening of autism started in late 1980s. with recognition of Asperger's

Syndrome. Diagnoses between DSM-4 to DSM-5 are were kept comparable to each

other.

Although, DSM-5 mainly makes it harder to diagnose those not conforming to autism

stereotypes, which is exactly the demographics one would expect to find autistic

persons with PDA in...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKg4vKLWYAYdtw0.png


Rise in Newson's case per year from 1988 is partly due to having a common reference

point to diagnose PDA with, as she created its first profile in 1988. Second reason is

broadening of autism spectrum, not all of Newson's PDA cases were autistic.

I discuss the issues around broadening autism here. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/351071989_Is_Pathological_Demand_A

voidance_a_meaningful_subgroup_of_autism 

I also discuss it on my blog here: 

https://rationaldemandavoidancecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/01-august-

2020-how-effetive-is-pda-at-helping-autistic-persons-receive-a-diagnosis-if-they-do-

not-conform-to-autism-stereotypes.pdf

As pointed out earlier Newson's definitions for Pervasive Developmental Disorders &

PDD-NOS do not conform with established definitions under DSM-4. I was told PDA

was excluded from DSM-5 by those who set ASD criteria. PDA Society is aware of

this, as I sent them some evidence.

I do not think that the logic being expressed in this section, or the claim autism is

much broader than in Newson's day is valid, especially when some of the names

attached to "guidance" have stated not all of Newson's cohort meet DSM-5 ASD dx

threshold...

“Given that most of Newson’s original PDA sample would now fulfil the broader ASD

criteria, where do you stand on its relationship with the autistic continuum?” Soppitt

(2021, p311).

“it is likely that many of the original cohort of children assessed by Newson and her

team would today meet the diagnostic criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorder using

DSM 5.” Eaton & Weaver (2020, 34).

"As a result of this broadening of the way that autism and the autism spectrum are

seen, the contributors’ view is that PDA is currently best understood as a ‘profile’ (or

cluster of traits) on the autism spectrum." PDA Society 2022 p3.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKg54grXIAMdCoV.png
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They have to do a lot in order make this statement. 

Ignore ALL the reasons why it is problematic fitting PDA into the autism spectrum. 

Ignore divergent opinion & evidence that PDA is seen in non-autistic persons. 

Ignore how Newson created her own NEW diagnostic grouping in 1986.

Ignore majority of autistic preferences for NOT dividing the autism spectrum. E.g.,

see current backlash against SBC/ "Profound Autism".

Ignore that PDA's social communication issues might be the result of the demand-

avoidance & rapid mood changes impacting social interactions, limiting opportunities

& a person being highly aroused while processing information; mean over time social

communication issues may result

It also blatantly ignores current academic debate over what PDA is, like it might be a

form of Attachment Disorder, or Personality. Which such outlooks await direct

empirical testing...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKg8yapWYAAuK1V.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKg9ay6WUAQ4j-w.png


E.g. where it is first discussed where PDA might be a form of Personality Disorder or

Attachment Disorder.

It ignores @NICEComms CG128 full guidance stating PDA can be described as

Oppositional Defiant Disorder.

The point about Newson creating her own diagnostic grouping is, that it means we

can easily create a new diagnostic grouping for PDA to go into, if one is so inclined. 

Personally, I would rather wait for much more good quality evidence before deciding

where PDA should be placed!

"contributors report that all the individuals they have signposted as having a PDA

profile met the diagnostic criteria for ASD, even though initial presentations may be

misleading in some cases (see section 4.3)." PDA Society 2020 p3.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKg-AEXWQAAxeni.png
https://twitter.com/NICEComms
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This is underscores my point about ALL the things they had to do claim PDA is an

ASD.  

It ignores research results indicating PDA is an ASD & much topic expert opinion on

it. Also the approach by reputable independent parties to equally treating divergent

opinions on PDA.

“Pathological (or extreme) demand avoidance is a term sometimes applied to

complex behaviours in children within— or beyond—autism spectrum disorder.”

Green et al (2018a, its abstract).

An example 3 non-autistic persons diagnosed with PDA in O'Nions 2013 p176.

"majority of participants with PDA in most of the included studies were autistic, and

apart from Study (3), there have been few comparisons or analyses of PDA symptoms

in other groups. Although one of the case studies reported co-occurring ADHD and

epilepsy" Kildahl et al 2021p10

"Since that time, there has been much debate and controversy about whether PDA

exists as a separate entity, whether it is specific to or part of the autism spectrum, and

whether children with other conditions also have a PDA profile" Howlin et al 2021

p18.

Previous two quotes matter as they from a systematic review & @BPSOfficial own

guidance for working with autistic persons. These are two independent reputable

bodies recognising the debate over PDA & treating divergent opinions equally.

Obviously, there are more examples than those given above to support my point on

just HOW much has been ignored in order to claim PDA can be best viewed as an

ASD!

"concurs with the observations from the team at University College London who

noted that their work ‘suggests that those with substantial features of

extreme/pathological demand avoidance have similar levels of autistic traits to those

with ASD who do not show this pattern’" p3

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhAJ0ZXMAYwUVX.png
https://twitter.com/BPSOfficial


The above quote from the "guidance" cites reference 4, which is this: 

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/1493137/7/O'Nions_Debate_article_accepted

_typeset.pdf

This research term has done odd things, like: 

"Itshouldbenotedthat,sofar,wehave approachedthisprofile fromthestartingpoint 

ofourexpertiseinASD."  

O'Nions et al 2016b p2

Legible version of the above quote. 

“It should be noted that, so far, we have approached this profile from the starting

point of our expertise in ASD.”

The research produced from the team intrinsically views PDA as a subgroup of

autism. So not exactly unbiased research here. Also, Christie was heavily involved at

least 2 studies of the team, no exactly independent of this document.

Christie was involved in this study. 

https://acamh.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jcpp.12149 

And this one: 

Identifying features of ‘pathological demand avoidance’ using the Diag…
European Child & Adolescent Psychiatry - The term ‘pathological demand
avoidance’ (PDA) was coined by Elizabeth Newson to describe children within the
autism spectrum who exhibit...

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/1493137/7/O'Nions_Debate_article_accepted_typeset.pdf
https://acamh.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jcpp.12149
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2


"Their apparently intact awareness of how to ‘push people’s buttons’ suggests a level

of social insight that is unusual in children with ASD." O'Nions et al 2014 p758. 

Also see below image on how they only viewed PDA to be seen in groups of autistic

CYP. Image from p761.

"These data were used to determine which of the 17 PDA-relevant DISCO items were

not widely endorsed in general in an autism spectrum sample, since features typical

of ASD in general are unlikely to be useful in identifying a meaningful subgroup."

O'Nions et al 2016a p410.

There are also many problems measuring PDA as an ASD, & many potential sources

of bias, including from sourcing participants from sources which are likely biased.

Kiddahl et al (2021), NICE & BPS review of the literature saying no good quality

evidence, including from KCL Team, has been ignored. They are not cited in the

"guidance". One would expect a systematic review to be referenced & likewise

@NICEComms views on PDA!

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhD3TEWYAA_HHB.png
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“One challenge is that research conducted outside of clinical settings typically relies

on volunteer samples of parents, who are often highly motivated and committed to

furthering understanding of their child’s difficulties” O'Nions et al 2016b p2.

To quote Garralda (2003) on problems reliably measuring PDA. 

“How well do the authors make the case for this new syndrome? Some of the features

outlined (for example sense of identity, price and shame) would be specially difficult

to identify reliably.”

@stevesilberman said something similar about difficult reliably measuring traits of

Childhood Schizophrenia, like "Apparent unawareness of his own personal identity to

a degree inappropriate to his age." Silberman 2015, p341.

Image from page 541 of O'Nions et al 2014. Stating those with PDA might interact

atypically with autism tools, i.e., not for reasons associated with autism.

https://twitter.com/stevesilberman
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Image from O'Nions 2013 p198 showing that those suspected of having PDA can

interact atypically with the ADOS, & for reasons not associated with autism, or even

be an impairment.

"However, this tool, the DISCO-11 needs to be improved because for example, none of

the selected items takes into account their craze for the imaginary." Philip &

Contejean 2018. 

I.e., revised DISCO questions do not account for CYP taking on fantasy & roleplay.

I think the biggest elephant in the room, is how PDA's central impairment is meant to

be high anxiety, when anxiety is widely regarded to be a co-occurring issue to

autism...

“Adults and adolescents seen at The Lorna Wing Centre 

are usually referred through mental health services. Some of the co- morbid

diagnoses are obsessive compulsive disorder, eating disorders, personality disorders,

selective mutism, anxiety and depression.” Gould & Ashton-Smith

“Additional neurodevelopmental, mental or behavioral conditions should also be

noted (e.g., attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; developmental coordination

disorder; disruptive behavior, impulse-control, or conduct disorders; anxiety,

depressive,..." APA 2013, p52.

Above quote is from DSM-5, there are examples from NICE guidelines about how

anxiety disorders etc are co-occurring features to autism. 

So apparently authors of this "guidance" view anxiety to be a core of autism? If not,

anxiety is only a core feature of autism with PDA?

So if you consider the problems with reliably measuring PDA & how it can interact

atypically with various autism tools, there is a substantial risk of false positive autism

identification of those with PDA, in both clinical & research settings.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhHcZPXsAQCZcg.png


I need to cover that the literature is clear, it is problematic viewing PDA as an ASD, so

I will give examples on this. 

First is a below screenshot of 3 reasons from O'Nions et al 2014 p539.

Below is an image from p769 of Wing et al 2011. It shows that PDA might be a

"double-hit", due to psychopathic behaviour. Importantly, PDA's issues might NOT

be caused by autism. If PDA is not caused by autism, it cannot be part of the autism

spectrum!

I think these are all the major issues with viewing PDA as an ASD section, as

presented in those 2 paragraphs. This is off the top off of my head.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhKH0MXMBIJuMo.jpg
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First paragraph on p4 of the "guidance" is not much better than the previous 2.

Topics for my future reference. 

Newson's views on "obsessive" PDA features. 

Sounds like ODD. 

PDA's Spikey profile & recognition. 

NICE guidelines. CG128, CGG142 & CG170. DSM-5 Category C.

"The primary reasons for identifying a PDA profile are to help individuals, and those

living and working with them, make sense of a complex presentation that is otherwise

difficult to explain;" PDA Society 2022 p4.

I get the point they are making, yet one wonders just how much understanding one

gains from a PDA dx, if one fundamentally has flawed assumptions about it. I am

thinking of Jonathan Green's critique about bias towards a certain formulation when

PDA is used.
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"make sense of a complex presentation that is otherwise difficult to explain" I think

this is a bold claim to make, & from whose perspective. Afterall, there are reasons

why some do not view PDA to be a "distinct entity", going all the way back to Wing in

2002.

“Wing and Gould (2002) feel that PDA is not a separate syndrome and that the

individual behavioural features portrayed in the constellation described as PDA can

be found within individuals with an autistic spectrum disorder.” Christie 2007 p5.

"and to signpost the differentiated strategies and approaches - based on an indirect,

low arousal style that gives an individual more choice and control (see section 5) -

that can prove transformational," PDA Society 2022 p4.

One does not need a PDA diagnosis to signpost such strategies. There are also reports

of ABA/ PBS still being used on persons even with a PDA diagnosis. @studioIII

@Andylowarousal would likely object to tying low arousal approach or "style"

strategies to a particular diagnosis.

I will comment on the first paragraph of page 4 later, that will be more time

consuming.

Quickly glanced over the recommended tools with PDA, completely ignores O'Nions

own work with the ADOS as part of their PhD! Also ignores the 22 item semi-

structured interview developed by O'Nions & @HappeLab.

https://twitter.com/studioIII
https://twitter.com/Andylowarousal
https://twitter.com/HappeLab


Images of the pages discussing tools with PDA, pp. 17-19.

First point, I am pretty certain one could argue Eaton & Weaver's (2020) new themes

are replicating research results elsewhere in the literature, i.e., are unlikely to be

"new". If not all of these results are new.

Supposed new results. 

• elaborate excuses 

• ineffectiveness of traditional reward and consequence-based parenting strategies 

• extreme aggression 

• sabotaging

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhlIxvWUAkst4Z.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhlOTTXsAM3ZtX.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhlUDZXoAMuzTe.png


Image from the research page 35, with examples of the excuses on. Most of the

excuses are not actually elaborate. It is just stating something.

"*Distracting adult: “Look out of the window!”, “I’ve got you a flower!”, “I love your

necklace!”, “I’m going to be sick”, “Bollocks!—I said bollocks!” *Acknowledging

demand but excusing self: “I’m sorry, but I can’t”, “I’m afraid I’ve got to do this

first”"Newson et al 2003 p597

Newson et al 2003 provides more examples of excuses than this, they seem similar to

the ones reported by Eaton & Weaver.

"*(As last resort): outbursts, screaming, hitting, kicking; best construed as panic

attack" Newson et al (2003). If they are not examples of extreme aggression then

what does count?

Moving on to other issues with these tools. It supposes that PDA is a form of autism,

which as stated, is bold assumption. I have issues with assuming a high score on the

ADOS in social interactions must mean someone is autistic.

Sorry, I am skipping to page 14. It is discussed as part of adapting assessment

process. If a person with PDA needs so many adaptions as part of assessing for PDA,

it seems silly to not take a transactional stress approach to PDA. That assessing for

PDA is a substantial stressor.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhmFLZXwAQdUEW.jpg


Sorry, I mean page 15. I have highlighted the text.

As stated previously, those with PDA can act atypically with the ADOS. What bothers

me most is that PDA's central feature is anxiety, & the demand-avoidance features

are meant to be developed & maintained via a generic reinforcement cycle. E.g image

from O'Nions & Eaton 2021 p414

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKho3r1XsAIBDKH.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKhpdonXMAII6Nl.jpg


So "guidance" acknowledge that conducting an assessment is stressor those they

describe as PDA, but still interpret demand-avoidance as social in nature?!?

0:00

"Others can present as more visibly anxious and may be unwilling to enter the room

or to take part in any assessment activities." PDA Society 2022 p10. 

The "guidance" expects persons with their PDA to be anxious during an assessment!

Bear in mind, I have told by ADOS publisher, ADOS is not designed to assess for PDA

features. Obviously, this is not mentioned in the "guidance". "Guidance" seems to

suggest work is being done to develop ADOS to be able to identify PDA.



This is an issue, that ADOS is mainly assesses for DMS-5 Category A (Social

communication issues), & it is possible to meet threshold for autism on responses to

Category A questions. 

How well are DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for ASD represented in standar…
European Child & Adolescent Psychiatry - Five years after the publication of DSM-
5 in 2013, three widely used diagnostic instruments have published algorithms
designed to represent its...

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00787-020-01481-z

This "guidance" is increasing my concerns that those advocating "PDA Profile of

ASD" are using the ADOS to assist diagnose autism by misinterpreting anxiety based

RRBIs as social communication issues! Certainly does nothing to dispel my concerns

on the topic.

I support their general approach to an autism assessment & such relevant comments

like collecting information from multiple sources & not relying on one tool to make

an ASD assessment. Probably foolish to challenge such comments.

I am going to try & repeat points made previously, so there might be some relevant

points to the section about diagnostic tools, which are found elsewhere in the thread.

As an example: 

"Whilst individuals with a PDA profile would be expected to meet the criteria for

autism, the 

contributors’ accounts show that they often present with: 

• superficially better social interaction skills, often with good eye contact" PDA

Society 2022 p17

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00787-020-01481-z
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00787-020-01481-z


Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

Ignore that PDA's social communication issues might be 
the result of the demand-avoidance & rapid mood 
changes impacting social interactions, limiting 
opportunities & a person being highly aroused while 
processing information; mean over time social 
communication issues may result

1:39 PM · Feb 1, 2022

1 Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

"No clinician-rated instrument for identifying a PDA profile has yet been developed."

PDA Society 2022 p17. 

Should it be explicitly stated with the ADOS & the points I mentioned previously

about it?

"Clinical practice has shown that in some cases with high EDA-Q scores the marked

demand avoidance can be better explained by other underlying reasons and not a

PDA profile." PDA Society 2022 p17.

This is a bold claim. Is this based on clinical experience from clinicians who view PDA

to be an "Profile of ASD" If so, that is blatant gatekeeping & not respecting other's

opinions on PDA. Convenient, means can try to dismiss research with EDA-Q

showing non-autistic persons.

"Equally, a lower score would not necessarily preclude PDA from being a factor,

especially when presentations may be more subtle, for example when an individual

internalises and may tend to shut down rather than exhibit any aggressive

behaviours." PDA Society 2022 p17

This comment seems to make sense & is a sensible inclusion to the "guidance".
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"EDA-Q is useful in assessments, particularly to provide a structure to qualitative

information-gathering even if not formally scored. Some clinicians also use it to

consider any difference in perspectives between family members or between school

and home..." PDA Society 2022 p17

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

This comment seems to make sense & is a sensible 
inclusion to the "guidance".
5:14 PM · Feb 1, 2022

Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

Moving onto page 18. Comments upon to the EDA-QA. I think my comments about

the "guidance" portrayal if the EDA-Q are likely suitable for its paragraph on EDA-

QA.

Before going any further, I think the "guidance" should have acknowledged more of

the criticisms in the literature towards the EDA-Q, as there is an almost an entire

catelogue's worth (latter part is hyperbole). So I will provide it here for ease of

reference.
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*Presumably based on clinicians who view PDA as a "Profile of ASD"...* 

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

This is a bold claim. Is this based on clinical experience 
from clinicians who view PDA to be an "Profile of ASD" If 
so, that is blatant gatekeeping & not respecting other's 
opinions on PDA. Convenient, means can try to dismiss 
research with EDA-Q showing non-autistic persons.
5:13 PM · Feb 1, 2022

Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

I initially noticed the issues with the EDA-Q in Woods (2020a). See highlighted text

in image of page 1.
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I detail further issues with the EDA-Q below, which is a paragraph from a draft

commentary to recent PDA systematic review, Kildahl et al 2021.

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism @_EmbraceAutism and @Greg38589422

EDA-Q is based on Newson's descriptions so, it does not 
assess for ToM deficits & candidates items which assess 
for autism were removed from it.
8:44 AM · Jan 31, 2022

1 Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

"Items... measured demand avoidance or social manipulation for the purposes of

avoidance or controlling interactions...; insensitivity to hierarchy/ praise/need to

manage reputation...; lack of responsibility...need for control...emotional lability..."

O'Nions et al 2014 p759
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Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism @_EmbraceAutism and @Greg38589422

"Has difficulty reading body language, facial expression" 
and 
"Slow to process or respond to questions/ comments" 

Were removed from the final 26 items in it. Their removal 
would indicate PDA is not a "Profile of ASD".
8:46 AM · Jan 31, 2022

1 Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

Many/ most of EDA-Qs issues are likely applicable to EDA-QA. So worth mentioning

them, and there are many criticisms of the EDA-Q in print.

Paragraph on EDA-8. Its caution for use in clinical settings I am kind of OK, not OK

with implied clinical settings with "their" PDA.

The other tools discussed, like the revised 11 PDA DISCO questions. There are several

different PDA behaviour profiles in print, & the wording in each profile matters, as

that can have different clinical meanings.

Not all PDA tools assess the same features, or traits. This seems not to be mentioned

in the "guidance".  

*Yes* PDA's behaviour profile has changed to reflect autism understandings. I

discuss this in an accepted essay.

"Moreover, the three studies (4, 5, 10) using the DISCO to aid in the identification of

PDA used differing sets of DISCO items." Kildahl et al 2021 p10. 

It matters as it a limitation to our knowledge base on PDA. As we cannot be sure they

are always assessing the same feature.
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A couple of paragraphs discussing how PDA's behaviour profiles have changed over

time.

I could say more about the diagnostic tools section, but I am going to end with an

reflection about comment upon interaction with ADOS.

"The differences appeared to occur because of an inability or unwillingness to engage

in the assessment, with creative attempts made to disrupt, avoid or delay completing

the module" PDA Society 2022 p19.

To part of it I am interested in here, is the part about choosing not to engage with

ADOS assessment, due to the "unwillingness" to engage. This would support

concerns about how PDA pathologises a persons self-agency made by

@milton_damian @Allison66746425 & others.

It also tells you about PDA is constructed about transgressions against non-autistic

social norms. that if you refuse to interact as part of an ADOS assessment, they

should rate the person with a 3 (see point about p15 & ADOS)!

Link to @milton_damian deconstruction of PDA. 

https://kar.kent.ac.uk/62694/431/Natures%20answer%20to%20over%20conformit

y.pdf

Link to @Allison66746425 concerns about PDA & it pathologising autistic self-

agency, especially while distressed. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2043610619890070
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2043610619890070


Link to where I say PDA is being used to turn autistic self-advocacy into a commodity

(which this "guidance" seems to support). 

Pathological demand avoidance: my thoughts on looping effects and c…
(2017). Pathological demand avoidance: my thoughts on looping effects and
commodification of autism. Disability & Society: Vol. 32, No. 5, pp. 753-758.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09687599.2017.1308705

Next part I will finish off reviewing pages 4 and 5, that will take some time.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09687599.2017.1308705
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09687599.2017.1308705


Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

First paragraph on p4 of the "guidance" is not much 
better than the previous 2. Topics for my future reference. 
Newson's views on "obsessive" PDA features. 
Sounds like ODD. 
PDA's Spikey profile & recognition. 
NICE guidelines. CG128, CGG142 & CG170. DSM-5 
Category C.

3:08 PM · Feb 1, 2022

Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

In some respects it is helpful I have mentioned how PDA's traits have changed over

time to reflect autism understandings.

"Both academics and clinicians describe a cluster of recognisable traits that include

social communication and interaction difficulties and ‘obsessive’ interests, which by

definition fit the ASD criteria." PDA Society 2022 p4.

"7. Obsessive behaviour: Much or most of the behaviour described is carried out in an

obsessive way, especially demand avoidance... because motivation to avoid demands

is so sustained, and because the child knows no boundaries to avoidance." Newson et

al 2003 p597

"Obsessional behaviour  

The “pathological” nature of the demand avoidance means that it always has

obsessional force; but role play is the second major obsession, which gives the

impression of more socially oriented obsessions in PDA than in autism/Asperger’s

syndrome." p598.
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Image from Newson et al 2003 p599 showing how Newson described obsessive

behaviour. She describes obsessions based on people, often including harassment,

but mainly about avoiding demands. Not obsessive behaviour over special interests.

"Obsessive’ behaviour, often focused on other people 

Likely to have developed passionate interests and be able to be hyper-focused, but

topics of interest may be atypical." PDA Society 2022 p9.

There is a focus on "guidance" obsessive behaviour in light of autism, talking about

special interests, which is different to Newson. Newson et al (2003) are such special

interests are secondary to obsessive demand avoidance.

Image from p9 of the "guidance", it has some descriptions, which might be viewed to

have some overlap with Newson's accounts.

So there is some looping effects in how PDA's descriptions have changed to become

more autism-like. Just because PDA has obsessive features, does not mean it is part

of the autism spectrum.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKiZ7oLXMAQOlhG.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKibJkSXIAg-y9B.png


There are also many good reasons to wary of viewing PDA of having social

communication issues, or deficits as shown in the below screenshots.

Just having perceived social communication issues & some obsessive features does

NOT mean PDA is a form of autism. There is more to autism than Social

communication issues & RRBIs. Also unclear how anxiety RRBIs should be viewed as

autism.
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Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

"The symptoms of the disorder often are part of a pattern 
of problematic interactions with others." APA 2013 p463. 

Well I guess that permanently sinks the notion PDA must 
be a "Profile of ASD" due to its social avoidance features...

Watch on Twitter

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

"Thus, it is critical that the frequency, persistence, 
pervasiveness across situations, and impairment 
associated with the behaviors indicative of the diagnosis 
be considered relative..." APA 2013 pp461-462. 

Comparable to some PDA definitions.
12:13 AM · Jan 31, 2022
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Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

"When oppositional defiant disorder is persistent 
throughout development, individuals with the disorder 
experience frequent conflicts with parents, teachers, 
supervisors, peers, and romantic partners...
12:28 AM · Jan 31, 2022
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Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

... Such problems often result in significant impairments in 
the individual's emotional, social, academic, and 
occupational adjustment." APA 2013 p465. 

Sounds like PDA much (especially if one takes a 
transactional approach to it)?
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So why I do mention ODD here? 

Well because PDA features can be described as ODD, if one wishes to. Such as social

communication issues, patterns of avoidance to others requests etc. Vindictiveness

etc towards others. CG128 @NICEComms states PDA can be described as ODD.

Just like how I argue PDA might be viewed as a form of OCD & Related Disorders

here: 

PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT THR…
PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT
THRESHOLDS. NOTES ON WRITING THIS BLOG POST. This blog post has
been written over a course of the last few of months. It particular in the last s…

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevala…

So the point is that it is a choice to view PDA as an ASD. It is an arbitrary choice on a

highly controversial & substantially contested topic.

https://twitter.com/NICEComms
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKieHS8XMAcXyMi.png
https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevalance-at-different-thresholds/
https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevalance-at-different-thresholds/


"Recognisable traits". I discuss how PDA as a "diagnostic entity" has a spikey profile,

with features belonging to many accepted constructs. 

First image is from O’Nions 2013 p93.

Second image is from Soppitt 2021 p299. 

Third image is from Woods 2021c p12.

I discuss here, how PDA's spikey profile makes it easy for persons to identify with it,

which would also include recognising it. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/357033261_Demand-

Avoidance_Phenomena_PathologicalExtreme_Demand_Avoidance_what_are_the_

implications_of_it_being_a_biopower_identity

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKifElrXoAMEz47.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKifHi1XsAEX2Yy.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKifKS7X0AYAXUI.png
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/357033261_Demand-Avoidance_Phenomena_PathologicalExtreme_Demand_Avoidance_what_are_the_implications_of_it_being_a_biopower_identity


PDA is also probably recognisable as it seems to be based off 1970s understandings of

Childhood Schizophrenia, which is a dead diagnosis, no longer used in clinical

practice.

So it refers to CG128 NICE guidelines for diagnosing autistic CYP. Conveniently do

not mention PDA is not mentioned in the other two NICE guidelines for autism

CG170 & CG142 which is covers diagnosing autistic adults.

One can argue the description listed for demand avoidance in CG128 contradicts

accepted understandings of autism, both by NICE & DSM-5.

I discuss my initial thoughts on CG128 & PDA here. 

Thread by @Richard_Autism on Thread Reader App
@Richard_Autism: I accidentally got my hands on full NICE guidance of CG128 for
diagnosing autistic CYP. Makes some bold claims about what PDA is. Also takes a
transactional stress approach to autist…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1487750050604331014.html

I have a couple of threads on CG170 NICE guidelines for working with autistic CYP &

what it means for CG128 & PDA. Essentially, generally NICE views autistic avoidance

when responding to demands through a transactional stress lens.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKif3B_XsAU9MYe.png
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1487750050604331014.html
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1487750050604331014.html


Link to first thread. 

Thread by @Richard_Autism on Thread Reader App
@Richard_Autism: If anyone is wondering PDA is not mentioned in the third set of
NICE guidelines for autism. CG170 seem to overlap CG128 for autistic CYP.
CG128 is for recognition, referral and diagn…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1486053983328288768.html

Link to second thread. 

Thread by @Richard_Autism on Thread Reader App
@Richard_Autism: @threadreaderapp I think I can say "gotcha" (even more than
usual on the nonsensical notion of "PDA Profile of ASD"). @threadreaderapp It
does make a mockery of anyone claiming they …

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1486126506271248384.html

"Symptoms must be present in the early developmental period (but may not become

fully manifest until social demands exceed limited capacities, or may be masked by

learned strategies in later life)" APA 2013 p50. 

Note transactional stress part of when demands exceed capabilities.

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1486053983328288768.html
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1486053983328288768.html
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1486126506271248384.html
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1486126506271248384.html


That is DSM-5 ASD Category C trait. Which I included in this image below comparing

PDA to autism.

The point about this is that it seems that the approach to conceptualising PDA

clinically is that as advocated by Green et al 2018, in breaking PDA into its conceptual

components & using relevant diagnoses.

"For instance, in 2018, Professor Jonathan Green et al6 concluded that there was

insufficient evidence to support classifying PDA as a separate syndrome and that it

was unlikely to be identified as a discrete diagnosable ‘sub-type’ in future." PDA

Society 2022 p4.

"Identifying a PDA profile forms part of the ‘personalisation and contextualisation’ of

an autism diagnosis and the use of ‘specifiers’ to identify individual characteristics."

PDA Society 2022 p4.

How can be this the case? When PDA was excluded from the DSM-5 & I know this as

I was told by someone who did it. The charity is aware of this.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKijBE8XwAER7Zx.png


Same point about anxiety is not a core feature of autism. Are they saying they know

what autism is better than everyone else does?  

If so I will quote Neo. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/aCL-rxnjS6o

"This approach is fundamental to high quality clinical standards in relation to ASD,

and is recommended in the ESCAP (European Child & Adolescent Psychiatry)

practice guidance for autism" PDA Society 2022 p4.

One could argue only diagnosing accepted diagnostic entities is fundamental to high

quality standards in relation to ASD. 

Oh wait some people already have Green et al (2018a & 2018b). 

Images show relevant highlighted parts of Green et al (2018b).

https://www.youtube.com/embed/aCL-rxnjS6o
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKill2hWYAMO5Qo.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKilyZqXIAQsEr5.png


"The contributors readily acknowledge the lack of, and need for, clinically-based

research, and that at present there is a range of academic and clinical perspectives

about PDA." PDA Society 2022 p4. 

Presumably want more research based on "their" PDA?

If they genuinely respected others views on PDA they would be taking a similar

approach to @NICE on the topic & treating divergent opinion equally to their own &

not state PDA is an ASD!

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @foxygingerale and @autimedes

I acknowledge your perspective, while not agreeing with 
it.  

There are many different views on PDA: 
researchgate.net/publication/35… 

I am following standards of @NICEComms, their views are 
in attached images & their views on PDA evidence: 
nice.org.uk/guidance/cg128…

2:38 PM · Oct 21, 2021

1 Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

I simply do not see how it is a good for the charity & those who put their names to

this "guidance" to take a different approach than that taken by @NICE, especially

considering the many ongoing controversies surrounding PDA.

https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1451196165714636806?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/foxygingerale/status/1451183496844791809?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://t.co/IVAKyuJbw9
https://twitter.com/NICEComms?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://t.co/9vBDtRgtWN
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1451196165714636806/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1451196165714636806/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1451196165714636806/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1451196165714636806?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://help.twitter.com/en/twitter-for-websites-ads-info-and-privacy
https://twitter.com/intent/like?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request&tweet_id=1451196165714636806
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request&in_reply_to=1451196165714636806
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1451196165714636806?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1451196165714636806%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request


If anyone wants to explain to me how taking a different approach to @NICEComms

on PDA is a good thing? 

Please be my guest. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/afzmwAKUppU

Below image is of the last paragraph on page 4. It describes divergent clinical

approaches to PDA. That is the only context they seem to refer to Green et al (2018) &

Flackhill et al (2017).

https://twitter.com/NICEComms
https://www.youtube.com/embed/afzmwAKUppU
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKiowK6WQAU_j1_.png


Image shows the 3 paragraphs on page 5 of the "guidance".

First paragraph is problematic they are arguing they want PDA to be treated

holistically with a dx, versus the approach suggested by Green et al (2018). Then cite

an opinion piece. 

Presumably those behind "guidance" would against an RCT testing what approach

has best outcomes?

*Yes* it would probably take an RCT to resolve this debate. So the position of those

behind this "guidance" views on such an RCT for PDA would be interesting for others

to know.

*Yes* PDA does need RCTs for its strategies. I argue this here: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337171306_Empathy_and_a_Personalis

ed_Approach_in_Autism

Below is an image of the referred PDA entry in autism guidance produced by

@rcpsych mentioned in paragraph 2 of "guidance".

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKipw47XIAQTFfB.png
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337171306_Empathy_and_a_Personalised_Approach_in_Autism
https://twitter.com/rcpsych
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKirDTYWYA0eHei.jpg


I find that entry to very interesting, it acknowledges debates about if PDA is seen

outside of autism. Makes no mention of PDA having social communication issues! So

who says that PDA must have social communication issues? Oh those advocating

PDA is a "Profile of ASD".

"British Psychological Society (Working with Autism: best practice guidelines for

psychologists) includes information on PDA, acknowledging the areas of debate and

confusion as well as describing what to look out for" PDA Society 2012 p5.

The above quote confuses me. Yes @BPSOfficial guidelines mention do mention

PDA. The description to what to lookout for is very minimal, much of the entry is

focused on ongoing debates & controversies, while respecting divergent opinion on

PDA.

See below image of p18 of the referenced guidelines for why I am confused. It just

feels like more blatant misleading statements on PDA in the "guidance".

Last paragraph refers to Eaton & Weaver (2020). Which is not exactly research I

would consider to be robust, or informative on PDA. I have stated my concerns about

that research elsewhere, & in some cases previously in the thread.

I wonder is if even worth me continuing this review of the "guidance"? 

Already it seems highly partisan & so biased it is difficult to take anything substantive

from it, other than those involved with it, really want others to accept "their" PDA &

ignore divergent opinion on PDA.

https://twitter.com/BPSOfficial
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKis7XkWUAMzwuN.jpg


Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

We have a "guidance" 
Produced by a closed invitation. 
Espousing a narrow view on PDA. 
Disregarding other's perspectives on PDA. 
Calling for more research to support their views of PDA. 
Calling for others to diagnose their PDA 
Stating all the persons who support this "guidance".
9:13 AM · Feb 1, 2022

1 Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

Image is from top of page 6. I have some comments on "Marked demand avoidance"

section.

"It is important to differentiate this sort of ‘ordinary’ demand avoidance from the

marked demand avoidance which has a significant impact on an individual’s everyday

life and wellbeing." PDA Society 2022. 

What exactly is "ordinary" demand avoidance, this is a highly subjective!

https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488440264347865088?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488439682987970560?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488440264347865088?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://help.twitter.com/en/twitter-for-websites-ads-info-and-privacy
https://twitter.com/intent/like?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request&tweet_id=1488440264347865088
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request&in_reply_to=1488440264347865088
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488440264347865088?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488440264347865088%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKiu9U2XIAExNDO.png


"In fact, whilst there is no specific prevalence data, a PDA profile appears to be

relatively rare" PDA Society 2022 p6. 

This is a bold claim due to divergent views on PDA & that PDA has been diagnosed at

lower dx tresholds, such as see chapter 8 O'Nions (2013 p176).

Itdisregards the paper they cites views on PDA prevalence rates & low dx threshold.

Images show "guidance" referencing Gillberg et al (2015). Other images show study's

dx threshold, Gillberg et al's views on PDA's possible prevalence rates, which a up to

3-5% of certain groups.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKivwT2XIAU8DQT.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKiv90sWUAo_ZDE.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKiwMfWXMAQGXQ-.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKiwVxXXEAozBUr.jpg


While also ignoring how Gillberg et al (2015) used a version of DISCO, which is based

on Newson's (not autism like PDA understandings. Which means "guidance" cannot

say Gillberg's prevalence is related to their own views on PDA! 

Below image shows the DISCO questions used.

I think for my own sanity I am going to only comment upon most pertinent issues in

"guidance" views on PDA's clinical nature. 

Mainly due to the the substantial bias present & method not mirroring

@NICEComms it is substantially difficult take its clinical views seriously.

"Guidance" is also feeling like it is a deliberate act to metaphorically crap upon any

one with divergent views on PDA & all the important things those behind "guidance"

should have considered like the Equality Act & UNCRC.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/353417488_Rights_of_non-

autistic_children_and_young_persons_with_PDA

In many respects it feels like they have chosen to this to persons with divergent views. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/WtwyDJO0KZA

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKixEB4XMAAcCAy.jpg
https://twitter.com/NICEComms
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/353417488_Rights_of_non-autistic_children_and_young_persons_with_PDA
https://www.youtube.com/embed/WtwyDJO0KZA


For example, suppose my PhD research indicates can be viewed as a Disorder at a

lower diagnostic threshold (I accept it might not). So those behind "guidance" would

then presumably ignore said research results because it is not "their" PDA?!?!?

"meeting was held in October 2020 to outline the process for developing the

guidance, followed by a detailed survey to gather inputs from all contributors." PDA

Society 2022 p1. 

Those behind "guidance" likely aware for at least 15 months they will be ignoring

others views.

Another example, take the claim about false-positives on EDA-Q. 

What if it is those behind "guidance" who are mistaken & that those false-positives

often are actually correct identifications of PDA? 

Who are they to decree others are mistaken on PDA?!? 

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

"Clinical practice has shown that in some cases with high 
EDA-Q scores the marked demand avoidance can be 
better explained by other underlying reasons and not a 
PDA profile." PDA Society 2022 p17.
5:11 PM · Feb 1, 2022

Reply Copy link

Read 1 reply

We know clinicians can be biased to certain outlooks on autism. What is there to

reasonably say "PDA Profile of ASD" clinicians, like those behind "guidance" are NOT

similarly biased to a particular view on PDA?!?

https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488560741577805824?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488560310265028618?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488560741577805824?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://help.twitter.com/en/twitter-for-websites-ads-info-and-privacy
https://twitter.com/intent/like?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request&tweet_id=1488560741577805824
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request&in_reply_to=1488560741577805824
https://twitter.com/Richard_Autism/status/1488560741577805824?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1488560741577805824%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fthreadreaderapp.com%2Fprint%2F1488297389123321862.html%3Fkey%3Dinternal_print_request
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKi3gfIXEAI7d48.png


Image is from page 7 of "guidance" suggesting the key features of PDA. Interesting

they note Comfortable in roleplay & pretend is optional. Note the lack of

developmental features, i.e., no equivalent traits to DSM-5 ASD Category C.

We get back to how it is difficult to take these clinical descriptions seriously when

others have divergent views on the topic, like @rcpsych notes on PDA do not include

social communication issues.

"marked demand avoidance is the most significant, but not the only, trait in a PDA

profile." PDA Society 2022 p7. 

Is another bold claim about PDA considering the sheer diversity of views on PDA &

what else PDA might actually be.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKi4FvoXwAcfMOV.png
https://twitter.com/rcpsych
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKi4uUoXIAgPzc2.jpg


"It is not just ‘demand avoidance’ but the avoidance needs to relate to the ordinary

demands of life like making/attending appointments, everyday activities like

washing, dressing or using the bathroom, that may be possible one day and not the

next." PDA Society 2022 p7

"Ordinary" demands from whose perspective?  

What is "ordinary" demands are highly subjective. There is also evidence from the

literature in how this descriptor has been interpreted has changed over time. 

PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT THR…
PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT
THRESHOLDS. NOTES ON WRITING THIS BLOG POST. This blog post has
been written over a course of the last few of months. It particular in the last s…

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevala…

"This is not part of a more generalised pattern of significant behavioural differences

associated with ‘classic autism’." PDA Society 2022 p7.

Simple response to this, is that modern understandings of autism only has "autism",

not "classic autism". Present research & clinical understandings of autism there are

insignificant differences between subtypes. This is something I & others discuss here: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337171306_Empathy_and_a_Personalis

ed_Approach_in_Autism

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevalance-at-different-thresholds/
https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevalance-at-different-thresholds/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337171306_Empathy_and_a_Personalised_Approach_in_Autism


The challenges successfully dividing autism have been reported with PDA, both by

Newson & Wing. For example Wing et al (2011) views on difficulty dividing proposed

autism subtypes. 

Image is from p771.

"May present differently in different settings depending on anxiety levels, may also be

very good at ‘masking’ difficulties with certain people or in certain situations and

using social strategies as part of the avoidance." PDA Society 2022 p7. 

I think this is a sensible point.

I may not often say positive things about "guidance", but I think it is worth

mentioning positive aspects about it.

Descriptions of social avoidance strategies seem similar to Newson's descriptions.

Image shows "guidance" p8 social avoidance descriptions.

I am going to leave here for tonight. Reflect upon things more & come back to this

tomorrow. I do not wish to make too many more substantial points about "guidance".

I do not think "guidance" by PDA Society is a guide to clinical practice. I think it is a

research report portraying views of pro "PDA Profile of ASD" clinicians pretending to

be clinical guidance on PDA. So I am will be treating it as research.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKi6wTFXMAEuZu5.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKi7juWXoAYmOEy.png


"An initial meeting was held in October 2020 to outline the process for developing

the guidance, followed by a detailed survey to gather inputs from all contributors....

"The survey information was analysed and summarised with a further consultation

meeting in December 2020. This guidance was drawn from those discussions and

reviewed/revised by all contributors during the course of 

2021." PDA Society 2022 p1.

The research report held meeting, then used a survey which results were refined by

feedback by the participants of that survey. This research report has not even

followed approach of NICE. I will be adding this research report to the list of PDA

research.  

24TH OF OCTOBER 2021 UPDATE TO THE LIST OF DEMAND AVOIDA…
24TH OF OCTOBER 2021 UPDATE TO THE LIST OF DEMAND AVOIDANCE
PHENOMEMA ARTICLES & CHAPTERS. Introduction. This is a quick update to
the list of articles and book chapters currently extant on Dem…

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/10/24/24th-of-october-2021-update-to-the-l…

This research report should meet inclusion criteria for this systematic review. 

https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=278548

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/10/24/24th-of-october-2021-update-to-the-list-of-demand-avoidance-phenomema-articles-chapters/
https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/10/24/24th-of-october-2021-update-to-the-list-of-demand-avoidance-phenomema-articles-chapters/
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=278548


If you wish to have an idea how problematic this Research Report by the PDA Society

is. 12 out of the 13 contributors can potentially financially benefit from it. Obviously

in addition to other research benefits, like persons more likely to cite their research/

use their tools!

Sorry I mean in addition to other career benefits... 

Below image is a more accessible version of the table. Answers about contributors

being in private/ independent practice is from their descriptions on pages 26 & 27. I

used search terms "private" & "independent".

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKlhUNHXwAIejzI.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKlizSsXEAMd-Bx.png


This research report is portrayed as "Identifying & Assessing a PDA profile - Practice

Guidance" is essentially based on these 13 clinicians views & not broader literature &

empirical. It has not treated divergent opinion equally, seems to make many bold or

misleading claims...

... while arguably not following NICE guidelines for autism & DSM-5 autism criteria.

In addition to the all the over things they seem to have conveniently ignored like

being open minded on what PDA might be, not discriminating against non-autistic

persons with PDA...

... I am struggline to see how this research report by the PDA Society is ethical, or

scientific, or generally "good practice". This research report does seem to be an

equivalent of a dumpster fire...

... If anyone would like to explain to how this research report by the PDA Society is

either: 

Ethical. 

Scientific. 

Generally "good practice" 

Please me by guess my guest.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/afzmwAKUppU

https://www.youtube.com/embed/afzmwAKUppU


@SmartTalkers would you or any other this research report's contributors would like

to explain to me & others how it is either: 

Society is either: 

Ethical. 

Scientific. 

Generally "good practice" 

Please me by guess my guest.

Link to the research report. 

https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-

Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf

https://twitter.com/SmartTalkers
https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf


Sorry I should say there is only 12 total contributors, so it is 11 out of 12 contributors

who are in private practice. Second image of the table have been updated to show

this. 
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More I think about this research report by the PDA Society, the I think it is a highly

unethical, unscientific & crude attempt at a power grab; which has not considered its

implications. For instance raising PDA dx threshold risks removing support from

many persons with a PDA dx.

If those behind the report cared about others, or the wellbeing of ALL those

diagnosed with PDA, or copied the example of Neurodevelopmental Disorders

Workgroup, which deliberately grandfathered in DSM-4 subtypes into DSM-5 to

ensure persons retained support packages.

They would NOT have produced this research report with it dismissing others views

on PDA, or boldly claim PDA has been over diagnosed. It would been inclusive &

adapted their views & this research report "guidance" to accommodate ALL persons

with PDA, not just their own opinions!

"DSM-5 work group had earlier adopted a provision that allowed cases with “well-

established” DSM-IV diagnoses to be ‘grandfathered’ into DSM-5 in order to avoid

patients having to immediately seek new assessments if they had had existing

Asperger’s or PDD-NOS diagnoses."

Above quote is from Rosen et al 2021 pp. 4261-4262, which includes two persons who

were involved in creating DSM-5 autism dx criteria. Link to the article. 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10803-021-04904-1.pdf

Has anyone conducted systematic review into PDA at lower diagnosis thresholds to

see what strategies are used and/ or if they benefit from PDA dx? From my

understanding no. Based on the, no such research should be undertaken as it does

not conform to "their" PDA.

So those behind this research report have chosen they know better than others, at

who should receive a PDA dx, despite PDA has been diagnosed at lower diagnostic

thresholds & in non-autistic persons. Can anyone else see how problematic this

situation is?

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10803-021-04904-1.pdf


Sorry should say, has anyone conducted systematic research into PDA at lower dx

thresholds etc... 
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The point of my PhD is to test at what threshold might be viewed as a Disorder at. It

maybe the case PDA cannot be viewed as a Disorder at all. Even so this is essentially

the kind of research which should have been conducted before anything like this

report was produced.

Link to rationale of my PhD. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/353348556_Demand_Avoidance_Pheno

mena_Pathological_Extreme_Demand_Avoidance_is_it_a_Disorder_at_a_lower_

diagnostic_threshold

Yes, PDA Society is aware of my PhD research & rationale. So it has chosen to

prematurely produce this research report, with the intent to control how PDA is

researched & diagnosed based on "their" PDA!

I am going to stop reflecting on this research report. I will hoover up all my questions

from throughout this thread & place them into one document for ease of access &

making concluding comments.

I have probably forensically analysed this research report enough already. I think this

document's best use is part of broader analyses of PDA, than as either "guidance" for

clinical practice or as an reputable information source.  

https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-

Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf

I some final reflections to comment upon research report by the PDA Society. 

https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-

Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf

Why is it so bad? Essentially it supports most/ all my serious concerns about "PDA

Profile of ASD". Main ones being it is not about science, or helping others, or

respecting others. It is mainly a self-validation exercise to support perceptions of

"PDA Profile of ASD" supporters.
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The debates around what PDA is or what clinical threshold are in many respects

similar to where should autism diagnostic threshold be, & with what prevalence.

Many would accept that as autism's dx criteria were broadened, so to autism's

prevalence rate increased.

This principle that as one lower's dx threshold, one should see a rise in prevalence

rates is the entire point behind this diagram of mine.

There are obviously other factors behind rise in autism prevalence, like greater

awareness & identifying autism in under diagnosed demographics.

What those behind this PDA research report have chosen to do is would be akin to

Uta Frith inviting those who share her views to return narrow autism definitions

came together. Then produced a research report based on their views, claiming it is

guidance to autism assessment.

While ignoring others opinions on the topic in order to produce said research report.

Let's be clear about this. Did @NICEComms @BPSOfficial @rcpsych @ArvidNK

ignore divergent opinions on PDA when discussing it when assessing PDA's evidence,

or producing descriptions on PDA? No.

Yes @ArvidNK did not produce clinical guidelines for PDA. The point still stands.

Link to when Frith called a return to narrow autism subtypes.  

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/aur.2578

If you want another example of how unethical & unscientific this research report by

PDA supporters & Pro "PDA Profile of ASD" supporting clinicians is. 

https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-

Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKp4_AQXsAMRvvN.png
https://twitter.com/NICEComms
https://twitter.com/BPSOfficial
https://twitter.com/rcpsych
https://twitter.com/ArvidNK
https://twitter.com/ArvidNK
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/aur.2578
https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf


So some suggest PDA might be a form of attachment disorder, for example see

McElroy (2015) here. 

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-29/january-2016/pda-there-another-

explanation

Suppose those who think PDA is a form of attachment disorder got together, asked

other's opinions on what PDA looks liked. Then produced a research report &

claiming it is guidance to diagnosing PDA...

...How would those behind PDA Society's research report react to some people

producing "guidance" for diagnosing "PDA as an Attachment Disorder"?

I suspect like most other persons, they would be expressing similar concerns to what

I have just done about the PDA Society's recent research report, which claims to be

guidance about how to diagnose PDA.

So why do those behind this PDA Society's research report think it is acceptable/ OK

to produce this "guidance"

Presumably, because they have an agenda to make PDA a "Profile of ASD", due to

them believing their perceptions of PDA are superiors to others views & research

evidence. Are these scientific or ethical reasons to produce this research report?

Probably not, no!

Approach adopted by those behind this report is compounded by the fact that most/

all those behind it clearly seem to stand to benefit from it eitherL 

Financially. 

Academically, 

Reputationally. 

Attempting to gain supporting evidence for "their" PDA 

Influence. 

Producing PDA tools.

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-29/january-2016/pda-there-another-explanation
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Charity stands to benefit from this research report. It is claiming to collaborating with

government over UK under 2021 England Autism Strategy, despite PDA not being

mentioned in strategy's document, lack of good quality evidence to support their

views & controversy around PDA/

What is there to reasonably say "PDA Profile of ASD" clinicians, like those behind

"guidance" are NOT similarly biased to a particular view on PDA?!? 

Is a highly pertinent question. From what I can tell the answer is a resounding NO.

If those behind this research report are at least as biased as anyone else towards PDA,

if not more (as appears to be the case). Is producing a research report on their views,

claiming it guidance to diagnosing PDA ethical or scientific? Probably not, no!

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

I have probably forensically analysed this research report 
enough already. I think this document's best use is part of 
broader analyses of PDA, than as either "guidance" for 
clinical practice or as an reputable information source.  
pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/upl…
1:44 PM · Feb 2, 2022

Reply Copy link

Read 2 replies

I am done this time. It seems appropriate to add these points to the reflections. I will

update the thread & questions accordingly.

@SmartTalkers I would be interested to know the views behind the PDA Society's

research report "Identifying & Assessing a PDA profile - Practice Guidance", to my

questions about it.

Other pertinent questions: 

What ethical approval or process was there for this research to be conducted? 

Who designed this research? 

Who conducted analysis? 

What analysis was conducted? 

What were the questions used in the survey? 

Etc etc.

Why have they chosen to ignore divergent opinion PDA? 

Why did they choose recruit their "contributors" in the manner they did? 

These are all reasonable things we should expect the PDA Society to have provided in

this research report, while even claiming it is a clinical guidance.
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What is the research question?


